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Abstract 

Building effective content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems 

involves the combination of image creation, storage, security, 

transmission, analysis, evaluation feature extraction, and 

feature combination in order to store and retrieve medical images 

effectively.  This requires the involvement of a large community 

of experts across several fields.  We have created a CBIR system 

called Archimedes which integrates the community together without 

requiring disclosure of sensitive details.  Archimedes' system 

design enables researchers to upload their feature sets and 

quickly compare the effectiveness of their methods against other 

stored feature sets.  Additionally, research into the techniques 

used by radiologists is possible in Archimedes through double-

blind radiologist comparisons based on their annotations and 

feature markups.  This research archive contains the essential 

technologies of secure transmission and storage, textual and 

feature searches, spatial searches, annotation searching, 

filtering of result sets, feature creation, and bulk loading of 

features, while creating a repository and testbed for the 

community. 

 

1. Introduction 

The number of digital medical images is rapidly rising, 

prompting the need for improved storage and retrieval systems.  

Image archives and imaging systems are an important economic and 

clinical factor in the hospital environment [16].   The 

management and the indexing of these large image repositories is 

becoming increasingly complex.  Most retrievals in these systems 

are based on the patient identification information or image 

modality [8] as it is defined in the DICOM standard [12], but it 

is hoped that inclusion of other features can improve the 

effectiveness of this type of system.  Archimedes includes 

retrieval based on features and combinations of features, as well 

as on patient identification information, doctor’s notations, and 

image modality in order to develop effective CBIR.  Archimedes 

also includes filtering of the result set in order to further 

refine and improve the search.  

Clinical decision support techniques such as case-based 

reasoning [7] or evidence-based medicine [2, 3] rely on effective 

CBIR development.  Image and visual feature-based searches will 

help find similar images, but textual searches are always going 

to be an important part of any medical CBIR system, especially 
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through searches on patient information or characteristics.  That 

is why searching on patient information and other text is already 

supported in the Archimedes system.  

The integration of CBIR methods into Picture Archiving and 

Communication Systems (PACS) has been proposed several times.  

PACS are the main software components used to store and access 

the large amount of visual data in medical departments.  Often, 

several layer architectures exist for quick short-term access and 

slow long-term storage [9], but this is becoming increasingly 

unnecessary as technologies have improved.  The Archimedes system 

was designed as a web-based system for both the development and 

evaluation of CBIR, and provides a platform to evaluate the 

usefulness and effectiveness of incorporating CBIR changes into 

PACS.   

Several frameworks for distributed image management 

solutions have been developed such as I2Cnet [10, 11]. Image 

retrieval based on visual features is often proposed but 

unfortunately little is said about the visual features used or 

the performance obtained.  The difficulty is in getting so many 

talented people in different fields together to work on all of 

the aspects of a project.  A real medical application of CBIR 

methods and the integration of these tools into medical practice 

have required a large group in very close cooperation for a long 

period of time. CBIR systems that have followed this model are 

the Assert system for the classification of high resolution CTs 

of the lung [1, 14] and the IRMA system for the classification of 

images into anatomical areas, modalities and view points [6].  

The Archimedes system hopes to bypass this difficulty with a web-

based community of researchers who can contribute features, 

images, results sets, diagnoses, and other expertise in an open 

research environment. This paper demonstrates a technology to 

decentralize this process by including a large web-based 

collaboration of partners, each achieving individual goals while 

contributing to the overall goal of an improved CBIR system.    

Comparing CBIR systems is often challenging because 

commercial companies are often unable or unwilling to share their 

techniques.  The loose partnership requirements of contributing 

within Archimedes allow commercial companies to contribute their 

features or results sets without disclosing their techniques, 

enabling unfettered communication.  The system also enables the 

rapid creation, storage, and download of specialized data sets 

for comparisons.  One example of an interesting data set that 

Archimedes can create and store would be mammograms of high-

density breasts for which MRI images are also available.  

Comparison of CBIR results is simplified by the storage of 

multiple results sets for images, and the ability to quantify the 

results sets.   

There are several different types of research that go into 

developing an effective CBIR system for medical images.  The 

primary research is done by radiologists, who perform the medical 

scans as well as provide diagnoses.  Archimedes can help 
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radiologists by organizing their images, capturing their patient 

notes and digitizing their image annotations, speed up the 

analysis of experiments, and enable quick comparisons of 

different radiologist techniques such as comparing double-reading 

to single reading of mammograms.  Web publication of research 

into radiologist techniques can be simplified using Archimedes’ 

built in annonimizing and web publishing.  The next stage of 

research is feature extraction and analysis.  An example of this 

is the measurement of spiculation [13] as a feature used to aid 

in the detection of spiculated lesions.  Archimedes can help with 

research into feature extraction by providing annotated images, 

comparison features, and comparison results sets, as well as data 

analysis and feature combination.  Once the images have features 

and diagnoses associated with them, all of the pieces are 

available for research into CBIR techniques.   

 The rest of this paper is organized according to the steps 

in the process of creating a CBIR system.  Section 2 discusses 

the use of Archimedes for data collection and analysis by 

radiologists.  Section 3 reviews the unique feature upload, 

storage, and sharing capabilities of Archimedes.  Section 4 

describes how Archimedes is used to create and evaluate effective 

CBIR techniques, Section 5 discusses the design, and Section 6 

draws conclusions and discusses future work. 

 

2. Data Collection and Analysis  

Archimedes is designed to be able to run and analyze 

double-blind studies of radiologist techniques.  Archimedes can 

be configured so that multiple radiologists can annotate the same 

image under different conditions without viewing the biopsy-based 

ground truth or the other annotations.  Their input can then be 

viewed by a user which can only view the doctor information after 

it has been automatically annonimized to maintain the integrity 

of the study.  The data can be analyzed in several ways using the 

capabilities of Archimedes.  A particular data set can be 

isolated using the dataset name in the image annotations.  This 

data set can be filtered to show only particular types of cases, 

such as malignant cancers, normals, or benign cancers.  A 

particular (annonimized) doctor’s diagnosis can further refine 

Figure 2.  Archimedes Filter Panel.  Results from 

searches can be filtered based on pathology, image and 

scanner type, weight range, and race.   

Figure 1.  Archimedes Patient Information Search 

Panel.  Searches over patient information can be 

done using the patient’s name, date of birth, social 

security number, or the date an image was taken.   
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the results, showing the percentage of accurate diagnoses on 

different classes of images.  The position of the actual cancer 

can be compared to the biopsied “truth” position using a spatial 

search, finding all of the cases where the doctor’s diagnosis is 

within a specified distance of the “truth” position.  The 

analysis can then be finished in a matter of hours.  The results 

can then be stored in Archimedes, and the study can be published 

immediately by allowing Archimedes to enable guest user access.   

 Archimedes was originally designed to do double-blind 

research studies, but it also has an image analysis and patient 

records management tool that can be used by the medical research 

community.  Radiologists can store and organize medical images 

such as x-rays, mammograms, CAT scans, MRIs, and any other image 

that is stored in a DICOM format.  Radiologists can rapid 

retrieve images and patient records, and can also find patients 

with similar images, conditions, or annotations to compare 

treatment successes.  The software archives the addition of 

markups and notations to images, as well as associating text and 

patient info with images.   

For managing patient records and images, the primary tool 

is searching by patient information and text.  For search by text 

in Archimedes, the medical professional is allowed to enter 

patient information (i.e. first name, last name, date of birth, 

etc.) into Archimedes.  Once information is entered, they can use 

filters to further refine their search results.  The searching 

options for patient information are shown in Figure 1, while the 

filtering options are shown in Figure 2.  Searching by feature 

allows the doctors to specify feature parameters that they wish 

to see in the results and can be seen in Figure 3.  This enables 

medical professionals to quickly find similar cases.  The next 

type of search is an extension to searching by feature, 

specifying multiple features with defined spatial relationships 

between them as in Figure 4.  The most useful of these types of 

search would specify a distance between features, for example to 

find areas that have the features of both spiculations and bright 

central cores indicative of spiculated lesions in mammograms.  

Archimedes also allows search over comments other doctors 

previously made about patients or images as shown in Figure 5.  

Figure 3.  Searching by feature allows the 

doctors to specify feature parameters they 

wish to see in all the images in the return 

set.   

Figure 4.  Doctors can use spatial searching when 

searching certain information about images.  They 

can be looking for combinations of features in an 

image, or clusters of features in an image. The 

results will be displayed in the results list, allowing 

doctors to choose or further filter them. 
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This works like a primitive yahoo search over the text of the 

medical annotations.  

Though the basic searching on patient information and 

annotations is included with minimal effort, the more advanced 

feature and spatial searching requires extra input.  There are 

two options: capturing doctor input or getting permission to make 

images available for researchers to mark up the images.  For 

example, getting the features like spiculation into the medical 

database may require making those images available to the 

researchers who specialize in measuring spiculation.  Making the 

images available to researchers involves setting the permissions 

for a individual image or groups of images to public or semi-

private, where images are available to the public at large or to 

a set group.  The signed consent forms can also be stored in 

Archimedes as images.  Capturing the doctor input required a 

viewing and input capture tool.   

Medical professionals can view and manipulate images on the 

Archimedes system and tab through set of images.  There is a 

zooming interface in order to focus in on interesting parts of 

the images.  Point features can be inserted and described as 

overlays to the images.  Text annotations can be entered. 

Multiple overlays can be captured for each image, allowing double 

reading of images.  This type of detailed image information is 

essential for the design and evaluation of CBIR systems as well 

as computer-aided detection and diagnosis systems.  The 

radiologists’ diagnoses are captured and the data can be accessed 

remotely, thereby allowing tele-medicine applications to be run 

on the Archimedes platform.  

The Archimedes system helps store, annotate, and retrieve 

data and images for the radiologists, who are the primary data 

collection agents in the development of a medical image CBIR 

system.  Improving their work and giving them incentives to go 

through the paperwork necessary to share their images and 

diagnoses is one of the key steps in creating a collaborative 

environment to create CBIR.  

Figure 5.  Annotation search allows doctors to search for comments other 

doctors previously made about certain images.  Not only will this help in 

quickly determining information about a patient, but can also help doctors in 

understanding new patients’ with similar problems or diseases.  An example of 

a doctor using an annotation search would be for the words “biopsy 

recommended”.  This is similar to a search on yahoo over medical annotations.  
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Figure 6.  An example mammogram image pair that might be stored in Archimedes is in (a).  

The small multi-colored circles are computer-generated features, while the larger red circle 

is the radiologist diagnosis.   Archimedes spatial search can be used to find clusters of 

features, and this is shown in (b).  However, there are still multiple noise clusters.  Storing 

these clusters as features, we can use a spatial query again to find all of the clusters that are a 

certain distance away from the breast boundary, which eliminates three noise clusters as 

shown in (c) and leaves only the actual cancer as shown in (d).  This is one of the ways that 

Archimedes can be used to combine features.  The effectiveness of the feature combination 

can be evaluated using a spatial search again to find the features that are within a certain 

distance from the radiologist’s biopsy-verified diagnosis.  
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3. Features  

One of the main challenges in feature extraction is finding 

a large enough set of images of the same exact type of cancer in 

order to focus in on its particular characteristics.  But there 

are a few large databases that do provide these images, for 

example with lung cancer images [4].  However, in order compare 

the effectiveness of one feature versus another on the same 

images, the comparison research has to be replicated.  Archimedes 

eliminates this problem by allowing researchers to store their 

features in Archimedes for comparison along with the images from 

which they were extracted.  The input, storage, and sharing of 

features is one of the design choices that make Archimedes 

unique.  The open sharing of features makes comparisons possible 

without the need for inaccurate replication of older work, as 

well as enables research into feature combination both faster and 

more effective.  Features can be combined using spatial search 

and then fused into a new feature type.  An example of this is 

shown in Figure 6.  For example, a spiculation feature can be 

combined with a bright central core feature for detecting 

spiculated lesions.  The spatial search can also be used to 

quantify the effectiveness of the feature at predicting the 

position of the cancer by comparing the feature position with the 

biopsied “truth” cancer position.   

Evaluating the effectiveness of features can be done using 

Archimedes extensive query capability.  Finding cases when a 

“test” feature is near a “truth” feature can be done using the 

spatial query capability, as well as those “truth” features that 

are not near a “test” feature and vice versa.  The spatial query 

is tunable with a variable input distance for greater 

flexibility.  The image categories can be adjusted with the 

filters to isolate cases that are malignant, or other medically 

relevant characteristics.   

Archimedes can also store and share features that are not 

associated with a particular position.  The flexible design of 

the feature storage and upload make it capable of handling most 

features.  A planned improvement is the handling of feature areas 

and feature volumes.  Currently only point features are handled, 

but in order to handle segmentation data and other area features 

and upgrade is required and is expected in late 2007.    

Features can be manually input through the Archimedes 

zooming interface, or loaded in bulk though an XML schema, with a 

small example: 

 <Patient> 

<Image> 

<Doctor> 

<Feature> 

</Feature> 

<Feature> 

</Feature> 

<Annotation> 

</Annotation> 
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</Doctor> 

</Image> 

</Patient> 

Archimedes generates a skeleton schema for a user’s selected 

group of images in order to facilitate upload and match the 

annonimized patient ID with the correct image.  Features can 

contain pixel positions using <Xpos> and <Ypos>, but it is not 

required.  Features can contain a number of values associated 

with them, and these values are uploaded with <ValueXName>, 

<ValueXType>, and <ValueX> for the Xth value.  These values can 

be used in limiting feature searches.  

  Techniques that combine features could also be stored in 

Archimedes, and stored as features as well.  Currently the 

spatial search can be used to combine features, but more complex 

approaches have to be done offline and uploaded as features.  One 

planned upgrade is a learning package built into Archimedes that 

would simplify the development of classifications and analysis of 

medical images.  This would allow radiologists to use Archimedes 

to explore relationships and use the learning package to optimize 

the approach.     

 The combination of advanced querying and feature sharing 

enables rapid analysis of features and combinations of features 

for CBIR and the comparison of computed features to “truth” 

features defined by a radiologist.  By providing a platform for 

the analysis and comparison of features, Archimedes encourages 

the collaboration between researchers designing features as well 

as researchers building CBIR.    

 

4. CBIR 

The images, categorizations, and diagnoses provided by 

radiologists combined with features enable the exploration of 

CBIR in medical images through Archimedes.  Typical CBIR 

approaches combine features into a feature vector and use a 

variety of techniques to determine the most accurate similarity 

measure.  The categorizations of images, like evaluations of 

breast density or cancer type or malignancy, can be used to 

evaluate and to verify the effectiveness of CBIR at returning 

similar images.   

As with features, it can be difficult to compare CBIR 

techniques without recreating the research of others.  Archimedes 

allows the storage of result sets to simplify the comparison of 

different CBIR approaches.  Currently the results sets are stored 

with the query image, but as images are added to the database 

over time the results set should change.  The date needs to be 

added in order to prevent the comparison of newer images in 

competing CBIR approaches.   

Currently Archimedes only stores CBIR results, but a 

planned upgrade would allow CBIR techniques to be stored and 

utilized within Archimedes as well.  CBIR techniques that can be 

stored as a matrix operation on a feature vector can be stored 

and used as an index.   
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5. Design 

The design of Archimedes had to take into account the 

sensitive nature of the data as well as the multitude of 

regulations coming to govern this field.  The design focused on 

satisfying HIPPA regulations in the US while maintaining the 

ability to adapt to other regulations. 

The program and database must maintain a high level of 

security due to privacy issues associated with maintaining 

patient sensitive medical information.  The application is web-

based for simplified deployment and tele-medicine uses, but this 

makes security more of an issue.  Information transmitted to the 

front-end is encrypted via the AES encryption scheme.  The images 

are also encrypted between the database and the front-end.  All 

modifications during program use are monitored and logged by the 

system, and the viewing of the logs is limited to administrators.  

Access to images can be either tightly controlled and 

private, public, or semi-private, while access to patient 

information is always tightly controlled and private.  

Administration is simplified through the use of groups, where 

semi-private images have groups of trusted researchers associated 

with them to help provide analysis.  This is also helpful for 

administering research studies where the research group is set as 

the image default setting.  An example of how groups simplify 

workflow is where the tech uploads the images into Archimedes, 

and then they are available to the radiologists in the 

appropriate group.    

 Archimedes is a three-tiered application including backend 

server, server logic unit, and web front end user interface.  The 

server can run on any machine using a Unix, Linux, or Windows 

operating system that can support Java 1.5 and MySQL.  Additional 

details on the design can be found in [15].  

 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have created a secure web-enabled HIPPA-compliant 

database for the storage, retrieval, manipulation, and annotation 

of medical images and medical records for the development and 

evaluation of CBIR methods.  The most unique quality is the 

ability to input, store, and share multiple feature sets and 

result sets for each image, thereby allowing greater flexibility 

for CBIR and allowing web collaboration in the development of 

CBIR.  Each expert needed for the development of CBIR gains 

advantages in their individual work by collaborating in 

Archimedes, while improving the project overall.  The advanced 

querying and feature storage capabilities provide rapid analysis 

and comparisons radiologist techniques, medical image features 

and CBIR techniques.   

 Future work on this project on the hospital applications 

includes changes to easily incorporate the OCR converted scanned 

forms for older patient data as well as associating a scanned 

permission form with images that are to be made public or semi-
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private.  A test site has been deployed and we are awaiting 

deployment at a larger hospital.  On the other hand, future work 

on the research applications side includes support for area and 

volume features, spatial search on features with certain value 

ranges, and the incorporation of an arbitrary number of feature 

values.   
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